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Lemon’s Lines – an intermittent production of divergent and often totally haphazard and 

unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong Football Club, with occasional 

historical snippets thrown in, compiled by Peter Lemon                      2019 Edition 23         25/11/2019 

================================================================================== 

In this edition 

The Annual Meeting 

Likely changes to officials 

Portable Coaches’ Boxes at 

Como – maybe 

Women’s Reserves -

Premiership poster 

Life Membership for two 

people who have given outstanding service to the Club 

Front covers 

Around the Tan 

Dual Promotions – Tom Carty and Greenfleet 

Movember? – it looks more like a Mexican drug cartel. 

 

Presentation Night 

I was away for a month in Deepest, Darkest, starting 

immediately after the season finished, and have spent the 

next month simply trying to catch up. With little success. 

The Presentation Night apparently went well, with Jon 

Simson taking out the Men’s Best & Fairest for the second 

year in a row; if he can do it again next year he will equal 

the performance of current committeeman Dougal 

Morrison, the only person in the Club’s History to have 

headed the list three times in succession, in 1983, 1984 and 

1985. 
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The Annual Meeting 

The Club’s Annual General Meeting is being held tomorrow (Tuesday) evening at Harlow, 447 

Church Street, Richmond, the premises of one of our major sponsors. Many of you will know 

far better than me its exact location. 

It is interesting looking back at some of the Club’s earliest records at the numbers who 

attended some of the very first meetings at The Amateur Sports Club of Victoria in the CBD –  

1954 -- 37 in attendance;  

1955 – 38 in attendance;  

1956 – 30 (has the rot started?).  

And that was in times when the club had only just one team. 

(Admittedly it was also before even the advent of television.)  

These days, with six sides, most of our annual 

meetings are met with studied indifference on 

the part of club members, to the extent that 

we often struggle to just get a quorum of 15. 

Tomorrow, it would be great to get a good 

turnout to ensure the quorum is reached, to 

hear of the season that was, our financial 

status, to deal with the election of office 

bearers, and acknowledge our newest Life 

Members. 

 

Any chance of getting a good crowd!?   

The meeting will take place in the private function rooms upstairs. 
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Changes 

The Annual Meeting tomorrow, Tuesday 25th, 

will see a number of major changes in the 

Club’s administration. 

Our President of the last three years (and 

Acting President for most of 2016) Jim Wright 

is stepping down from the position but will 

however move to the perhaps less demanding 

position of Director of Men’s Football.  

His great contribution to the Club over many 

years has led to the Committee having decided 

to award him Life Membership for outstanding 

service to the Club over a significant period of 

time.  

More on that later. 

 

At this stage the nomination for the position of 

President is that of former premiership player 

and current Committeeman, Simon Bones. 

 

Simon Bones in action, Firsts Grand Final, 1990. 
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2) Another long-term stalwart, and 

also the subject of a Life Member 

proposal, who is stepping down from 

the Committee is Cathie Kemp. 

(Although “stepping” might not be 

quite the right word yet, as she will 

be in hospital tomorrow undergoing 

a double knee replacement. We wish 

her all the very best, and trekking in 

Nepal in November, 2020.) 

Again, more on Cathie’s contribution 

and career later, as we ponder if the knee problems all started when this shot was taken in 

September 2018. 

3) Nick Edwards is the third major contributor whom we’ll be losing from the Committee.   

From virtually the start of the Women’s sides in 2017 Nick has taken responsibly for the 

management of these teams through thick 

and through thin, and we are hoping that he 

will continue with some work in this area 

despite leaving the Committee.      

His report in Lemon’s Lines 2019 Edition 19 

of 23 August (you can find it on the website), 

after he accidentally missed the girls’ 

Reserves premiership, in my opinion is one of 

the funniest pieces of writing which the 

OGFC has ever produced. 

4) On the other hand, we do have recently retired Women’s senior coach of the past three 

seasons Toby Boyle coming onto the Committee. Toby has significant experience in football 

administration and will be a welcome addition. 

There are still some vacancies unfilled at this stage, but hopefully things will be clearer by the 

time of the meeting. 

Out of the Rain - maybe 

The lack of anything approaching coaches’ boxes 

at Como has been a feature of Old Geelong’s 

tenure of Como for every one of the past 60 

seasons: on days of inclement weather, a major 

challenge for both home and visiting coaches and 

support staff alike. We accept that any such 

permanent structures would detract from the 

visual amenity of the ground but are pleased to 
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report that an application for funding for portable coaches’ boxes has recently received the 

following response.  

 

However, that is only half the journey as it will cost 

a further $5000 to bring the project to fruition. 

The Club is in discussion with the council in that 

regard. 

On the subject of amenities at Como we have 

been advised that VAFA women umpires do not 

wish to be rostered to officiate there because of 

the lack of adequate facilities for them. We’d be 

very hard put to argue with that, but equally hard 

put to come up with a solution. There are some 

discussions taking place with the council about 

the possibly of a smallish drop-in facility being installed. 

There are some long-term proposals and preliminary thoughts and sketches doing the rounds, 

about possible general extensions and add-ons to the existing pavilion, or additional rooms 

being built into the hill next to or behind the dugout, or round near the scoreboard. Watch 

this space and do get in touch if you have a spare three or four million to spare. 

=========================================================================== 

 

 

 

FYI, just received this text: 
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Women’s Football - Reserves Premiership Poster 

A (somewhat larger) version of the poster opposite 

will be added to the walls at Como next season.  

However, orders have long closed for those 

wanting their own copies.  

(We can understand those whose faces were 

obliterated by arms and/or heads of player(s) in 

front of them not having made a booking!) 

Record?  

We have been 

informed that 

Georgie Rule, the 

Captain of the 

side, played in all 

14 of the girls’ 

games during our 

season – the only 

one of our players to do so.  

And that in addition she played every minute of every game 

for the entire season.   

She did not come off the ground at any time during any 

match.  “That must be some sort of record.”   

Around the Tan 

We wonder how many OGFC people saw the following in The Amateur Footballer magazine 

of a few weeks later.       

It reproduces the wonderful 

article and photo by Jon 

Anderson from a couple of 

weeks earlier which had 

appeared in the Herald Sun, 

and added a further 

comment: 

“Old Geelong’s Vicki Tan 

was in the spotlight in the 

Herald Sun this week 

following her remarkable 

Best On Ground 

performance in the Oggettes’ Premier B Reserves Grand Final win over OId Xaverians in 
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August. Standing at just 4ft8 Vicki was the star of the team’s maiden premiership win, kicking 

three of the four majors of the afternoon on the way to this history-making win. 

Congratulations again Vicky.” 

========================================================================= 

And Front Covers from The Amateur Footballer Magazine 

It’s not often that an OGFC player makes the front cover of this magazine, but it does happen 

occasionally. Left, below, Jon Simson, August 10, 2019, and below Henry Legoe, who 

appeared on a number of occasions, 2006. 

                                                                                              Photos VAFA 

I have a vague feeling there may have been another: if anyone is incensed about being 

omitted, please get in touch. 

On the subject of Jon Simson, he became the ninth player in the Club’s history to win the 

Firsts Best & Fairest twice in a row. His predecessors were John Laird 1958/1959, Terry Brown 

1969/1970, Richard Weibye 1973/1974, Bruce Spiden 1979/1980, Dougal Morrison 1983/ 

1984 and 1984/1985, Nick Casboult 2006/2007, Tom Lyons 2008/2009, Colby O’Brien (2011/ 

2012 and 2014/2015. (Does that add up to nine?) Astute readers, if any, will realise that 

another win in 2020 would bring Jon level with Dougal Morrison. 
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          Halloween? 

============================================================= 

Life Membership 

The Old Geelong Football Club bestows Life Membership on players who reach 100 games for 

the Club, and there is also provision for additional awards of Life Membership to people who 

in the opinion of the Committee have given outstanding and meritorious service to the Club 

in other ways for a period of at least five years. As mentioned before two such people have 

been nominated by the Committee for such an award: 

 - James Wright 

JW played 73 games between 2010-14 and 

played in the 2012 and 2013 Reserves 

Premierships. 

He was Club Secretary in 2013 

He was Co-Coach of the  Under 19s in 2015 

He was Best Clubman (aeq) in the same year 

He was Acting President for most of the 2016 

season 

He was President 2017, 2018, 2019 

 

- Cathie Kemp 

She was on the Committee for a number of years 

She was best Clubwoman 2015 
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She was involved heavily with most of the Club’s charitable 

undertakings, including the annual Prahran Mission clothing drive and 

organising the SecondBite food rescue afternoons. 

- has been in the frontline in relation to many of the Club’s dealings 

with the council, with the amount of communication in relation to the 

new training lights probably having gained her a place in the Guinness 

Book of Records. 

She was endlessly working with the Club canteen and catering,  

======================================================================= 

Dual Promotions – Tom Carty and Greenfleet 

The writer went to an end-of-year event just a few days ago 

hosted by an excellent organisation called Greenfleet. The bloke 

who was providing the musical accompaniment during the 

evening was a past player of the Club, Tom Carty (seen right 

doing a gig at Como a few years back.) That font-of-most-

knowledge Jimmy Legoe advises Tom played about 51 games 

starting in 1998 through to 2002. 

See Tom on https://www.tomcarty.com/ and  

“Tom Carty is an established name in the Melbourne music scene 

these days. The Aussie singer- songwriter has had over a decade 

of experience playing music both locally and around the globe to 

packed venues. Widely known by those privileged enough to 

witness him perform and captivated by his confident, engaging yet down to earth approach 

to every show Tom has become an absolute essential to any client looking for a rocking 

performance coupled with his all-round professionalism.” 

 

And see 

 Greenfleet on https://www.greenfleet.com.au/ for offsetting 

carbon emissions from your car, cows, plane flights and more. 

 

========================================================================== 

 

 

 

 

  

 

https://www.tomcarty.com/
https://www.greenfleet.com.au/
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Movember 

Another good cause readers might want to support is Movember. We have been supplied 

with following photos 

  

Scott Dixon         James Planner 

  

 

 

 

 

 

We can only hope that 

none of them try to 

use the same photo if 

trying to apply for a 

new passport. 

 

 

William May                       Will Langley 

======================================================================== 
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Melbourne Marathon 

A number of people connected with the Club ran in the recent Melbourne Marathon in 

October. 

Past player Hugh McCarthy - ran 2:30 – “he 

was nursing a foot issue for a few months 

but was able to get through”.  

That’s Hugh furthest left on Como, 2003. 

The last person to win a section Best & 

Fairest for Old Geelong. 

Current Secretary Jake Ward did 2:51. 

“Quite a few other OGFC past and present 

players also ran including - Ed Simpson, Jack 

Rawlings, Michael Rockefeller.” 

If anyone feels aggrieved at a lack of a mention, please contact the writer: trawling through 

over 37,000 names in the results section on the relevant website would not have been a 

productive use of time. 

And if any of them are interested in the Everest Marathon, there are usually two conducted 

each year, one in November, the other in May. Apply here for information. The terrain is not 

quite as smooth as the streets of Melbourne. But you do finish, if you do finish, a lot lower 

down than where you started. 

Pre-season training starts this evening and presumably goes through until mid-December.  

And we  understand that there are no less than 37 players heading over to Adelaide for three 

days of the second test between Australia and Pakistan. 

We saw a report in the paper a few days ago advising that Emma & Tom’s might be up for 

sale. If correct, we can only hope any sale is clearly stated to subject to their existing 100-year 

sponsorship arrangement with the Old Geelong Football Club. 

A late entry for the Movember item (13 minutes and 17 Seconds 

to deadline): Will Sloss 

 

 

 

 

There will be at least one more edition of these notes before year’s end. If 

anyone has anything to submit please email lemmododo@gmail.com 


